WCFC is organized around seven Learning Networks. State teams meet regularly to build relationships, learn together, identify challenges, and test ideas. There are also Regional and Local Learning Networks. This structure is essential in connecting systems together.

WHO WE ARE
A network of coalitions, organizations, and individuals with a shared goal of improving child and family wellbeing. Ten regions across Washington make up the network.

HOW WE WORK
WCFC is organized around seven Learning Networks. State teams meet regularly to build relationships, learn together, identify challenges, and test ideas. There are also Regional and Local Learning Networks. This structure is essential in connecting systems together.

CREATING A MORE EFFICIENT EARLY LEARNING SYSTEM WITH COLLABORATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACROSS THE STATE

Learn More At: washingtoncfc.org
Learning Networks meet regularly. Participation and child care stipends available. Closed captioning and translation available upon request.

Learn more and get connected at washingtoncfc.org/Learning-Networks or scan the QR code with your phone camera.